
Learning Coach Expectations

This may be a new role for you, and in order to create the best school experience for your
student(s), here are some expectations that will help everyone have a smooth and successful
year:

● Communicate regularly with your student’s teacher(s). This includes reading webmails,
class newsletters, reading announcements on the LC homepage, and communicating
with teachers via text, webmail, or phone call - and unlike brick and mortar school,
teachers here don’t just call when there is something wrong, we call to celebrate, to ask
questions, and to get to know you better. But no matter the reason, these
communications are critical to student success!

● Be present for your student’s learning. This will look different depending on the grade
level, but should include supervising:

○ student schedules - look ahead to the following week to see what tests, projects,
or field trips may be happening.

○ attendance -
○ participation in daily lessons - make sure your student is taking appropriate time

and effort to complete lessons
○ comprehension -
○ grades - check your student's gradebook at least once a week. This will help you

and your student know what may be missing, incomplete, or require additional
support.

● Create a dedicated learning space. Make sure that you have a place that is quiet and
distraction-free, and where your student can keep their school materials. Be sure to test
headphones and webcams to make sure everything is working and ready to go.

● Have a school-day routine. This can look different for every family, but having a set
schedule or routine for your student, that preferably allows for LiveLesson participation,
is critical.

● Marking lessons complete. Once your student has completed a lesson, you will also
need to mark it as ‘complete’ which affirms that it has been done with fidelity.


